
ELLINE | STAINED GLASS 
Following the recent release of her soulfully infused pop single "Smoke and Mirrors," singer 
songwriter Elline released the song’s music video, directed by LA-based photographer Yves 
Huy Truong on Youtube. Now available on all digital platforms, "Stained Glass" was written 
and recorded in Los Angeles, mixed by Felipe Mejia Saldarriaga and mastered by Stuart 
Hawkes with Metropolis Mastering in London. !
Elline wrote the material and assisted with song arrangements while working alongside music 
producers Felipe Mejia Saldarriaga, Mateo Lewis and SUR, whom helped carve out the 
sound and feel of "Stained Glass." The 4-track EP is a genuine representation of her artistic 
creativity and has an empowering, playful, reflective, and honest nature. !
The Stained Glass EP started as an outlet of self-discovery and self love.“Stained glass is a 
powerful metaphor for how we see life and for how life reveals itself to us”, says Elline.      
She skillfully crafted each song on the EP as if it were a work of art. Her fans will be able to 
feel the passion and devotion through her compelling vocals and heartfelt lyrics. !
Read this interview to find out more about the production and songwriting of the EP. !
ABOUT ELLINE!
Through the effortless sounds of her distinct vocals, emerging LA-based singer and 
songwriter Elline is carving a musical style of her own. A graduate of Berklee College of 
Music, her lyrical themes create genuine, multifaceted songs, challenging listeners’ 
perspectives and encouraging them to a reflective journey. Influenced by R&B, electronic and 
pop, Elline’s music is refreshing and empowering. 

TRACK LISTING
1. Smoke+Mirrors
2. No Pressure
3. Hologram
4. Home

CONTACT  
www.ellinemusic.com 
ellinemusic@gmail.com !

GENRE 
FUTURE R&B/ ELECTRONIC/ POP/ SOUL 

PRESS 
“Luscious, smooth and beautiful, this is not simply pop music. This is designer crafted pop 
art. Start to finish, “Smoke and Mirrors” is flawless and relentlessly engaging, in a rare 
sophisticated manner.” — JAMSPHERE MAGAZINE 

“Smooth glide of shimmery synths, mid-tempo digi-beats, and a very sharp vox"                  
— FREE BIKE VALET 

"The ideal song for both the club and cruising down the highway after a long day of work... 
don’t get mad at me if you get addicted to it ;)” — INDIGO INDIE 

"COOLEST ARTIST AT THE MOMENT” — COSMOPOLITAN.RO 

“Stained Glass EP embodies true creativity and an emotional journey. It is beautiful. It is 
exquisite. Its radio-ready lead single, “Smoke + Mirrors”, is engrossing and refined with an 
artistic presence not seen in most current pop music. Not only is it a catchy, engaging tune, it 
is flawless in its structure and delivery.  — LEMONADE MAGAZINE 

“Stunning visuals"  — WONKY SENSITIVE 

"Elline's introspective writing paints a vivid picture by expressing the journey of a woman who 
looks past life's facades to find her true self” — CRATES OF JR

{EP artwork]
RELEASE DATE: October 7th, 2015
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